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S

upported metal nanoparticles (NPs) with well controlled size, dispersion and shape are of great interest in many fields of
applications. They exhibit large surface to volume ratio, faster molecular diffusion pathways and synergetic effects rising
from the interaction with the support. Mesoporous carbons are widely employed to support such particles affording good
stabilization through nanoconfinement effects leading to small and well dispersed NPs. Supported Pd-based alloys with noble
or transition metals on carbon are tremendously studied in catalysis while hydrogen storage studies are scarce. In the present
work two main strategies were developed to synthesize a series of Pdx-M100-x alloys NPs (where M=Co, Ni, Rh, Pt and x=10, 25,
50, 75, 90) having different compositions, tunable particle size and location in the carbon network. The first approach is the
incipient wetness impregnation of carbon host with a metallic solution, followed by hydrogen reduction at 300-500°C while the
second approach is a one-pot method where the metallic particles are formed in-situ during the synthesis of carbon framework
at 600°C. The optimization of NPs size was achieved by tuning several metal salt type, carbon precursors, cross-linkers and
thermal reduction temperature while their location was directed mainly by the type of synthesis approach. The impregnation
favor the NPs location into the pores, while the one-pot in the walls of carbons. For several studied systems, alloy particles
were formed in the whole composition range as highlighted by the linear relationship between the lattice parameter and the
composition (Fig. 1a). Small particles with sizes ranging between 1.5 and 50 nm were prepared (Fig.1), the incipient method
allowing obtaining always smaller particle sizes than the one-pot method (Fig. 1left). The hydrogen interactions with the
nanoalloys were strongly influenced by their composition, size and confinement in the carbon network (Fig. 1b).
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